Comparison of the beta-like globin gene families of rabbits and humans indicates that the gene cluster 5'-epsilon-gamma-delta-beta-3' predates the mammalian radiation.
The members of the rabbit and human beta-like globin gene families have been compared both by a computer-generated dot matrix graphical analysis of each entire gene and by calculating divergences in the coding regions. The rabbit-human gene pairs beta 4-epsilon, beta 3-gamma, psi beta 2-delta, and beta 1-beta were identified as orthologous on the basis of sequence similarities found in flanking and intervening sequences as well as by quantitative divergence calculations. The orthologous genes are in the same order on the chromosome in each species, which suggests that an ancestral family with the arrangement 5'-epsilon-gamma-delta-beta-3' preceded the mammalian radiation. Descendants of ancestral epsilon have diverged more slowly than other beta-like genes and are expressed only in embryonic life. Descendants of ancestral gamma and beta diverged at a higher rate and are expressed at wider range of developmental times. Descendants of delta have undergone nonreciprocal recombination at a high frequency and are often pseudogenes. Paralogous comparisons among the rabbit beta-like globin genes show that the beta 4-beta 3 and psi beta 2-beta 1 pairs are most similar and that beta 4 and beta 3 are more closely related to beta 1 than to psi beta 2. This fits with a branching pattern where the primordial beta split into ancestral epsilon/gamma and delta/beta genes, which later split into epsilon and gamma or delta and beta, respectively. Rabbit genes beta 4 and beta 1 acquired similar 3' untranslated regions after the epsilon/gamma split but prior to the mammalian radiation, presumably via a gene conversion event. The 5' end of beta 2 apparently converted with beta 1 after the radiation, and afterward it became a pseudogene.